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Brief audience key-points.

OVERVIEW

Organic

No Incentive

They love music

Husk download gate

Active & Engaged

Traffic coming through our platform
comes from all around the world
on their own time. They are here
because they want to be. We have
no idea who may come through.

We do not incentivize our
audience to do anything.
Everything they do is completely
their choice. We don’t control
them.

Everyone coming through is here
looking for new artists to follow &
listen to. They are here because
they want to download new
content.

Our download gate platform is
where all the traffic funnels
through. You can read more about
The Husk download gate in this
PDF.

All actions the audience takes are
done by them manually. They
choose to listen, follow, &
download. They also need to verify
who they are with a multistep
process. No bots can get through.
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What our audience sees.

The Husk Download Gate
Our download gate platform is where your campaigns are shown. Everything we do is from
within our own network. We have built a massive traffic source over the past year and a half
which we now help you get in-front of.
So how does this all work?
The Husk is a download gate platform where artists & other music personnel release their
content for a free download. They then share their gate link wherever they please. Users who
wish to download this content will click the download gate link and be taken through a step by
step process to download the song. When this individual is on the gate, they will also be
shown your tracks & channels to follow. This is where your campaign is displayed. See image
to the left.** You will see featured artists. These change depending on the bidders &
campaigns running.
We have tens of thousands of gates that have been created so your campaign will constantly
be shown across various gates at any given time. Depending on your bid will determine how
often you are shown.
When traffic comes through the gates they will be asked to select a genre they like best. Only
campaigns with that same genre will be shown to them. So they will never see a campaign of
a different genre. See Image.**

Example of a gate above.
This is the first step the audience sees. Selecting a genre. If they do not choose a
genre and skip it they will be shown campaign who chose not to target any niche.
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Details about our audience.

Who Are They?
Music Fans
General music fans looking for new music &
artists to follow/listen to.

Labels
Both big & small labels come through to find
new talent & follow new/talented artists.

Curators
Curators are looking for fresh new music &
artists to follow. They look to add content into
their curated playlists & channels.

Musicians
Other musicians coming through to look for
new tracks to remix, download samples & to
follow new artists.

Management Companies
Management companies come through to find
& listen to music with hopes to potentially find
and help new artists.

Promoters
Looking for new artists & music to potentially
promote & help out.

Dj’s
Both independent & established Dj’s come
through to look for new music to play live &
artists to follow.

Agencies
Both big & small agencies come through to
find new talent & follow new/talented artists.
Look for potential new signings.

Bloggers
Writers from both big & small blog outlets
come to find new music and content to write
about.

Producers/Engineers
They look for new music to listen to, sample
packs to mess around with, & new artists to
follow.

Overview
Our traffic brings in individuals and companies
from all over the world who all have one thing
in common, music. Everyone coming through
is involved within the music industry one way
or another. You never have to worry about nonmusic personnel coming through. These
people come through our platform because
they want to. With a wide variety of
personalities and a diverse community, you will
be exposed to only the best possible audience.
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The top traffic sources.

Major Geographic’s
When using our tool you will gain fans from all over the world. No
one is excluded from coming through our platform. Although we
have world wide audiences, you will find majority of your new fans
and listeners will come from North America, Europe, Australia, &
Brazil.

Approximate Percentage of overall
traffic.
North America

45%

Europe

25%

Australia

15%

Brazil

10%

Other

5%
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Overview on specific niche listeners.

GENRES What our audience likes.
60% - EDM

Keep in mind that just because we only target 4 genres
doesn’t mean our audience only likes these specific ones.
We have thousands of users using this platform for all EDM
sub-genres, country, indie, folk, jazz etc. Majority of
individuals like multiple genres. To summarize, any genre
will benefit from this tool.
Over to the right you will see the approximate percentage of
what genres are the most popular within our audience.

This includes all sub-genres of
EDM as well.
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Currently our platform allows users to target 4 different
genres of music as well as an option to target All listeners.
When someone comes through a download gate they will
select one of the 4 available genres and only see a
campaign from that specific genre.
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25% - POP
All styles of Pop music.

20

10% - HIPHOP

60

This includes Urban, Rap, & Soul.

5% - ROCK
All styles of Rock.
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A deeper look into the audience.

AGE & GENDER
90

%

Men

10

%

Males account for 90% of all traffic coming through our platform, while females
account for the remainder 10%.
The majority age range overall is 17 -30.

Women
The majority age range for Males is 17 - 26
Approximate overview
The majority age range for Females is 20 - 30

Women

Men

10%

90%
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We are always here to help!

Contact Us
Please do not hesitate to reach out to our team at anytime. We are here to help
answer questions about our platform and anything else you may need in regards
to the music industry.
We look forward to hearing from you.

We Are Social:
+1 226 456 2844 - APPT only
submit@thedrunkencoconut.com
https://www.thehusk.ca/grow
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